Inventory

Goal: At the end of 3 rounds of
exponential chaos, be the player with
the most points.
Setup: Deal each player 1 planet, 1
Core, 12 cities, and 1 Sector die.
Each player places their Core on the
center crater of their planet undamaged
(green) side up and their 12 Cities on
the remaining crater spaces of their
planet with the undamaged (green) side
up.
Determine who the first player will be
and place the Staging Board by them.
On the sections “Round 2” and “Round
3” place 1 of each colored Invasion Dice
and 1 Defense die. These dice will not
be used until Rounds 2 and 3.

6 Planets

9 Invasion
Dice

5 Defense
Dice

Place the remaining 3 Invasion dice and
3 Defense dice in 2 separate piles for
A Planet and Staging Board
use in Round 1.
ready to play

6 Cores
(double sided)

6 Sector
Dice

72 Cities
(double sided)

1 Staging Board

1. Roll the Invasion Dice
Invasion dice are always rolled by the player to the right
of the player currently taking their turn. That player rolls
the 3 Invasion dice once to determine what colors and
quantities of Flying Saucers are invading the current
player’s planet.
2. Roll the Defense Dice
The player who is taking their turn rolls the 3 Defense
dice to repel the Flying Saucers, rebuild their cities, or
attack the neighboring planets (all of the other players).
Players may re-roll any, all, or none of their Defense dice
up to 3 times, setting aside any they do not wish to reroll at that time.
3. Assign Damage to Flying Saucers
Any Blaster
negates 1 Flying Saucer symbol
of
the corresponding color (in Round 1). Multiple Defense
dice can be assigned to 1 Invasion die, but a single
Defense die can never be assigned to mutiple Invasion
dice. Defense dice with the Interceptor
can negate
any single Invasion die, regardless of color or value.
4. Assign Damage to Cities and Core
Any Flying Saucers
not repelled by the Defense
dice do damage to the active player’s cities. Each Flying
Saucer does 1 point of damage. Roll a Sector die for each
Invasion die doing damage (not each Flying Saucer) and
assign it to your cities corresponding number (Sector).
If a city is hit for 1 point flip it over to the damaged (red)
side. When it has taken 2 points of damage remove it
from the planet. The Cores take damage the same way as
a Cities: 1 point of damage flips it to the damaged (red)
side, and 1 more point removes it.

Invasion Dice

Defense Dice

This yellow Blaster and
Interceptor repel these 2
Invasion dice.

Only 2 of the Flying Saucers
on this Invasion die have been
repelled. The player would still
take 1 damage.

2 damage to Sector 1

1 damage to Sector 6

3 damage to
Sector 5
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If the Core is missing then damage
can “pass through” to the other side.
If there are no Cities in the path of a
Flying Saucer’s attack, then no damage
is taken from that Flying Saucer.
5. Attack other Players’ Cities
If the active player has rolled and kept
any Missiles
the Sector die is rolled
to determine where the missile hits on
the other players’ planets. Roll for each
Missile if there are more than one. Each
Missile does 1 point of damage, (in
Round 1). All of the other players roll
their Sector die. If their roll matches
the Missile attack roll, then they take
no damage. Additionally, they get a
free Rebuild action worth 1 point (in
Round 1). The rebuild can be anywhere
on their planet including their Core.
6. Rebuild your Cities
If the active player has any Rebuilds ,
then they get to rebuild their cities.
Each Rebuild is worth 1 point (in
Round 1). It costs 1 point to either
place a damaged City on a crater, or
flip a damaged City over so that it
is undamaged. Players may spend 2
points to place an undamaged City on a
crater. Players may repair Cities in any
order they choose. Treat the Core the
same as a City.

In this example, only the player who
rolled a 6 does not take damage.
The players who rolled 2 and 1 take
damage in sector 6.

After every player has taken a turn, Round 2 begins!

Add these 4 dice in Round 2.

Round 2
Add the 3 Invasion dice and 1 Defense die from the “Round 2” section of the
Staging Board. This means that during Round 2 there are 6 Invasion dice and 4
Defense dice.
Round 3
Add the 3 Invasion dice and 1 Defense die from the “Round 2” section of the
Staging Board. This means that during Round 3 there are 9 Invasion dice and 5
Defense dice.
Defense Dice in Rounds 2 & 3
The Defense dice scale with each round. In Round 1, the 3 colors of Blaster,
Missile, and Rebuild are all worth 1 point per icon. In Round 2, each of these is
worth 2 points. In Round 3, they are worth 3 points. This is noted on the Staging
Board for convenience. This means that a Blaster repels 2 flying saucers in Round 2
and 3 Flying Saucers in Round 3. The Missile does 2 points of damage to each of the
other players’ cities in Round 2 and 3 points of damage in Round 3. The Rebuild allows
a player 2 points of rebuild anywhere on their planet in Round 2 and 3 points in Round
3. Free Rebuilds that result from countering a Missile from another player also
scale the same, 2 points in Round 2 and 3 points in Round 3.

After the last player has gone, each player tallies their points. Every undamaged
City is worth 2 points. Every damaged City is worth 1 point. An undamaged Core
is worth 5 points, while a damaged Core is worth 1 point. The player with the most
points wins! In case of a tie, the tied players each in their normal turn order roll
their numbered die for a Missile attack, (the Defense dice are not rolled) and the
other player rolls to try to counter and rebuild. Repeat this untill there is a winner.

Add these 4 dice in Round 3.

2 points

5 points

Game design by Mike Richie. Art by Grant Wilson.

Well Played!
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1 point

1 point

